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What consumers wish 
tech would deliver to the 
dining experience
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The Magic Wand
 

In the first 3 parts of this study we caught a glimpse of the tech and dining trends to keep an eye 
out on and got insights into what over 1,100 of survey responders throughout the UK want from 
tech before, during and after dining. To get a full picture of what we are dealing with here, we 
also caught up with UK restaurateurs André Mannini, Operations Director of M Restaurants and 
Alastair Keeble, Director of Digital Marketing of Hakkasan Group to hear what impact tech has 
had on their interaction with diners. 

Now, it’s time for the fun part. We asked our diners the all-important question: if you could wave 
a magic wand and improve anything about dining out through technology, what would it be?

The answers we received did not disappoint. The joy of this question really came in some of the 
more creative, and occasionally hilarious, responses. Here’s our top selection of what British 
diners would love to see if only they had that magic wand:
 

“ELECTRIC SHOCK TO ANYONE USING MOBILE PHONES.”

“YUMMY FOOD THAT DIDN’T MAKE ME FAT!!!”
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“THE ABILITY TO MAKE BACKGROUND MUSIC OR 
ANNOYINGLY LOUD TABLES DISAPPEAR.”

“SEEING MY CHEF ACTUALLY PREPARE MY MEAL ON A 
SCREEN ON MY TABLE.”

“TELLING HOW HUNGRY I AM AND HAVING THE PORTIONS 
MADE ACCORDINGLY.”

“RATE OR REVIEW THE RESTAURANT WHILST WAITING FOR 
BILL TO BE PAID SO IT IS FRESH IN YOUR MIND.”

“TELLING YOU WHAT THE WAIT TIME FOR THE MOST 
POPULAR RESTAURANTS ARE AND TO GET RESERVATIONS 
AT PLACES WHICH ARE DIFFICULT TO USUALLY GET INTO.”

“BEAM ME UP, SCOTTY! TO GET ME HOME INSTANTLY.”

Despite the fun factor of this exercise, with its pie in the sky ideas and some that sound so good 
they should surely be a thing, good service and quality food will always be top of mind. Eating 
out should be a treat for guests and next to serving up fantastic meals, it is also important to 
look at eating out as a form of entertaining your guests. From the moment they step through 
the door to the moment they put on their coat to leave again, it should be every restaurateurs’ 
aim to show them a good time – and technology is here to help.
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So What Does  
Eating Out Look Like 

in the Future?
For restaurants to evolve, understanding the next generation of customer is critical. What can 
restaurants bring to the table to appeal to ever-evolving, tech-savvy guests? 

“The relationship between technology, diners and the hospitality sector is highly complex and 
unique to each property,” says Alastair Keeble, director of digital marketing for Hakkasan Group. 
For him, tech has the potential to add another layer to hospitality and the dining experience. 

“For somewhere like Hakkasan Hanway Place – a fine-dining, Michelin-starred restaurant – it 
feels like the big opportunity for tech is ‘behind-the-scenes’ i.e. tech that improves/personalises 
the diner experience, without it being present or intrusive at the table,” he says. “For us, it’s this 
type of technology which offers us the most potential in the short to mid-term.”

Comparing diner behaviour between 2015 and 2017, we have unveiled some crucial 
improvements restaurants can make to drive customer loyalty and improve guest satisfaction.
 

THE NEXT-GENERATION CUSTOMER IS TECHNOLOGICALLY 
SAVVY, CONNECTED AND EXPECTING CONCIERGE-LEVEL 
SERVICE AT ALL TIMES.
Investing in digital enhancements that are tightly coordinated will help create the restaurant of 
the future, appealing to all of the senses of this hyper-connected mentality.

It is important for restaurants to engage customers in a highly personalised way. Doing this  
well can have tremendous impacts in driving increased dining frequency, party size and 
customer loyalty.
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Consequently, by bringing responsive, integrated digital experiences to each of these phases 
of interaction, a restaurant can build deeper relationships with more customers. It’s the value 
and nature of these relationships, not just the applications driving them, that can help flip 
the switch that transforms a traditional restaurant into the restaurant of the future. “People 
think tech detracts from the customer experience but it can add to the guest experience,” says 
André Mannini of M Restaurants. As an example “using a quicker payment option means that a 
manager can talk to tables more.”Your Restaurant’s 

“Digital DNA” Requires 
A View Broader Than the Four 

Walls of Your Restaurant Location
Creating a successful customer relationship spans more stages of interaction than ever before 
due to technology playing a bigger role in dining out. Before choosing a restaurant, in 2017, 
British diners said they turn to social media to check out potential dining choices. Prior to 
eating out, about 37% of survey respondents said that they research or browse the restaurant 
or chef prior to dining out. While dining in your restaurant, 30% of diners  are creating memories 
by taking photos to share across their social media channels.  

Instagram, the image-driven social network, has been around for over five years, owned by 
Facebook for over four. It’s one of the big players in the social space — perhaps the most 
popular with restaurants — and with a digitally savvy dining audience, it’s huge for restaurants.
The thing about Instagram is that it perpetuates trends, and fast. Think about trends like the 
cronut or kale, or even as far back to bacon — would these foods have become cultish popular 
so quickly without an easy way for the masses to spread the trend? Instagram evokes “I want 
that” better than any other social media platform. This is true whether you, the restaurant, post 
enticing images, or your guests do, engaging their network and promoting the food, drinks, and 
experience you offer.
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AUTOMATION –  
ARE ROBOTS THE WAITERS OF THE FUTURE?
Almost every day we are learning about new technical innovations and the concept of robots 
taking on jobs instead of humans is no longer just an idea. So, are British diners hungry for 
robots to take over the dining scene? In 2017, we asked our British diners how they feel about 
the trend of automation in restaurants and dining, which would include robots taking orders 
and even preparing food. An overwhelming 68% of our respondents said automation was a bad 
thing as this would negatively impact on the overall restaurant and hospitality experience. Only 
5% of British diners would welcome the idea of robots serving and preparing their food. When 
it comes to waiving the magic wand, only 1% of British diners wished they had robots delivering 
their food instead of real waiters.

WHAT WOULD BRITISH DINERS LIKE TO SEE FOR THE 
FUTURE OF DINING? 

• 53% wish for a table that is never wonky and rebalances dependent on the  
weight it carries.

•  51% long for a noise regulator, so that diners can create quiet sections of the 
restaurant and drown out noisy tables.

• 43% would love it if the bill could automatically  work out who owes what  
based on each guest order.

• 42% would love to sit at tables that could automatically adjust to diners’  
pre-programmed lighting and air con preferences.

• 38% are keen to see touchscreen menus introduced, so guests can place  
orders themselves.

• 37% would love cardless and cashless payments via smartphone apps.

• 29% would enjoy having a button which guests could press to have the next  
course brought out immediately.

• 28% would love to have an automatic sensor that knows when a guests’ glass  
needs refilling (we’d hope this sensor would also know when to stop refilling a 
diner’s glass to stop them from drinking too much . . . ).

• 27% are interested in being environmentally friendly and recycling leftovers  
to make a gourmet meal at home.

• 22% would like to benefit financially by only paying for what guests really have 
consumed and to be given an exact portion based on how hungry you are to  
ensure no wastage.

A TABLE THAT IS NEVER WONK Y AND REBAL ANCES  
DEPENDENT ON THE WEIGHT IT CARRIES

BILL COULD AUTOM ATICALLY WORK OUT WHO  
OWES WHAT BASED ON EACH GUEST ORDER

TABLES THAT COULD AUTOM ATICALLY 
ADJUST TO DINERS’ PRE-PROGRA MMED 
LIGHTING AND AIR CON PREFERENCES.

TOUCHSCREEN MENUS INTRODUCED,  
SO GUESTS CAN PL ACE ORDERS THEMSELVES

CARDLESS AND CASHLESS  
PAYMENTS VIA SM ARTPHONE APPS

NOISE REGUL ATOR, SO THAT DINERS 
CAN CREATE QUIET SEC TIONS OF THE 

RESTAURANT AND DROWN OUT NOISY TABLES

A BUT TON WHICH GUESTS COULD PRESS TO HAVE  
THE NEX T COURSE BROUGHT OUT IMMEDIATELY

AN AUTOM ATIC SENSOR THAT KNOWS  
WHEN A GUESTS’ GL ASS NEEDS REFILLING

BE ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY, RECYCLING  
LEF TOVERS TO M AKE A GOURMET MEAL AT HOME

ONLY PAYING FOR WHAT GUESTS  
REALLY HAVE CONSUMED
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Interestingly, though, when looking only at the results of British diners aged 34 and under, we 
saw the number of guests opposed to automation drop to 56% and 10% of diners said they 
would be happy with the idea of robots serving and preparing their meals. Furthermore, 28% of 
the younger generation stated they were neutral and did not mind how their food was delivered 
to them. It certainly seems that millennials are more likely to welcome technology further into 
their dining out experience. So what does that mean for operators like yourself? “The most 
straightforward thing we can do is to remain open-minded and excited about the opportunities 
that technology can bring. This openness will be key to future proofing our business.” said 
Alastair when asked about Hakkasan’s upcoming insurance plans from a technology 
perspective. 

HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THE TREND OF AUTOMATION IN RESTAURANTS AND DINING 
(EX., ROBOTS TAKING ORDERS, PREPARING FOOD)?
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Across the pond, American diners had virtually identical responses on the topic of automation 
with 68% of diners taking a stance against it. When looking at the younger generation aged 34 
and under, 54% would not be happy with robots serving and preparing their food. On the other 
hand, in Germany, a whopping 79% rejected the idea of automation. This leads us to believe 
that dining out is about the experience and human interaction as much as it is about the food 
itself and diners still value the personal interaction that restaurants provide. Automation 
can be okay, but only to the extent that it helps meet guest expectations, not displace them 
completely.

It seems that restaurateurs now have yet another job on their hand: telling the gimmick apart 
from the truly value add bit of tech. 

“There’s always a main distinction between a gimmick and technology: one is toy that’s fun to 
have and the other can actually help. We like both but we have to distinguish between the two. 
For example, we use Google Maps so that guests can look around inside the restaurant before 
they come in. They can look and see ‘oh, I’m eating at that table tonight’ or whatever. The guest 
experience starts when they find you online or call to make a reservation not when they step 
through the door.” added André. 

After all “it mainly comes down to 1: experience and common sense, 2: data and analytics and 
3: speaking to the end user(s). While more ‘gimmicky’ technologies aren’t necessarily right for 
our sites, we have seen it working fantastically well in generating PR for other restaurateurs 
in London. ‘Gimmicky’ or long-term; the ‘right’ technology is really dependent on what your 
objectives are.” continued Alastair. 
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WHAT SHOULD RESTAURATEURS BE COOKING UP IN  
THE FUTURE?
All in all, our survey results illuminate the growing role that technology plays in powering great 
dining experiences, and call out some compelling opportunities for restaurant operators. Here 
are three closing thoughts.

ABOVE ALL, UK DINERS DEPEND ON TECHNOLOGY FOR 
RESTAURANT DISCOVERY. MAKE SURE YOU ARE IN THE MIX.
It has never been more vital to put your best digital foot forward so that the next crop of diners 
can find you, browse your menu, visualise your property, read your reviews and include you in 
their consideration set.

TO CONTINUE DELIGHTING YOUR DINERS, KEEP YOUR 
FINGER ON THE PULSE OF DINING TECHNOLOGY –  
IN A WAY THAT FITS YOUR CONCEPT.
Our surveys confirm that casual restaurants may have more opportunities to incorporate 
technology into their experiences; however consumers see technology as relevant even in 
the world of fine dining. Given broad diner appeal, hotter trends like mobile payments should 
ultimately have widespread application, regardless of setting.

NO MATTER WHERE TECHNOLOGY TAKES US, THERE  
IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR GOOD OLD-FASHIONED,  
HUMAN-DELIVERED HOSPITALITY.
The overall feedback from our 1,100 plus respondents underscores that making your guests feel 
special throughout their meal is as critical as it’s ever been. Comparing our first survey in 2015 
to our 2017 survey, we have noticed a growing acceptance of technology in dining, so make sure 
to use this to your advantage to create outstanding service and hospitality for your guests.

LIKED WHAT YOU’VE READ SO FAR? WHY NOT CHECK OUT PART 1, PART 2 AND PART 3 OF 
OUR CONCLUSIVE STUDY ON WHAT DINERS WANT BEFORE, DURING AND AFTER THE 
MEAL WHEN IT COMES TO TECH.
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GET STARTED WITH  
OPENTABLE FOR RESTAURANTS

RESTAURANT.OPENTABLE.CO.UK

CONTACT US AT
0203 311 2209

OpenTable, Inc. © 2017  
Alphabeta Building

14-18 Finsbury Square
London

EC2A 1AH
UK

About 
OpenTable

OpenTable is the world’s leading provider of online restaurant reservations, seating more than 
24 million diners per month via online bookings across more than 43,000 restaurants. Since 
inception in  1998, we have seated more than 1.4 billion diners around the world.

Our network connects restaurants and diners, helping diners discover and book the perfect 
table and helping restaurants deliver personalised hospitality to keep guests coming back.

OpenTable’s hospitality solutions enable restaurants of all shapes and sizes to manage their 
reservation books, streamline their operations, and enhance their service levels.  
For more information on how we can help you grow your restaurant business and deliver an 
extraordinary guest experience, go to restaurant.opentable.co.uk.

Check out our Open for Business blog for more tips, resources, and fresh ideas for  
running a successful restaurant. 
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